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About This Game

Bunny Madness Anarchy is a fast-paced, competitive third person shooter. Build a team based on unique characters in order to
crush your enemies. Face against each other in the intense Natural Selection mode, join forces to defeat waves of feral enemies,
enraged by indoctrination in the Infected Madness Mode, dominate your competition by capturing points in Hostile Takeover,

or bring back enemy supplies to your base in Supply Run. Over stunning environment, unique level design and original
soundtrack you and your friends will immerse yourselves into a war-torn civilization of bipedal animals where the madness has

taken over.

Features:

-Game Modes
-Each game mode includes local and online capabilities.

Infected Madness: Play against waves of Feral enemies. Battle solo or connect with up to 3 friends to help you survive the
madness.

Natural Selection: Up to eight (8) players can enjoy this mode. Team composition is key to crush the opposing team.
Hostile Takeover: Capture three (3) different points around the map and dominate your opponents.

Supply Run: Infiltrate the enemy base to gather supplies and bring them back to your base.

-Characters
-Malice - is quick and a little mad. He eliminates his enemies with dual pistols which he compliments with a sonar pulse, so not

one them may be spared.
-Ramree - his shotgun packs a punch and when combined with his stun grenade it is a deadly pair.
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-Magnus -strong and focused he will annihilate you with his machine gun, flash grenade combination.
-Lucky - he will scope you out with his sniper rifle or blow you up with his landmine, there's no hiding from him.

-Alan - a veteran soldier with enough experience to eliminate any enemy with his assault rifle and grenade.

Each character has a species based combat mechanic. Unique stats based on damage, speed and health recovery, depending on
the which character is chosen.

-Stages
All stages are playable in all game modes:

-The TSB Factory
-Training Station
-Alternate Reality
-Burrow City Hall
-Snow Wasteland

-Sequoia Forest Dam
-Downtown

-Original Soundtrack and SFX
 A fusion of live instruments and digital effects make for a unique and highly engaging soundtrack.

Character and weapon skins unlocked by level progression.
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Title: Bunny Madness Anarchy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
MeepHead LLC
Publisher:
MeepHead LLC
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8 or 10

Processor: Intel(R) Core(™) i3-4170 CPU @ 3.70GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English
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Great game, very fast pased and fun, great pixel art, the only problem is no one plays it. :\/. Running it on a high end system with
HTC vive and I have not made past the menus at the beginning. The two times it almost seemed to connect to a server it just
teleported me to a edge of the menu platform and you are then stuck in limbo.

I would wait before buying this title, even in early access.. i just love these kind of games... but especilly one with a story keep
up this work. The third romp through Valorim and still a blast. More faithful to the original (Exile 3) than the last time, better
mechanics and streamlined interface don't hurt either. Still miss the 6 character party and the ability to do your own alchemy,
but it's probably better this way overall.. Cool game, well made. Love the characters and art! Would be nice to have a mobile
version as well if possible.
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the game bundle only has one song?. This game has darkness and horror unsettlements!

But its too hard to figure out where to go!!!

Its ruthless to some extent!Great Streetwise tactic graphics at the time!

Some strict sense of humor that bolds into furious creepy sound effects!

A drug underworld of a maniac mess!

I wish i wouldve figured it out if it was a brain teasing genius but its for intelligent people that like
plain puzzles and a outcast directions where to go and whats next for the agenda!

Some mulitmillion dollar empire parts!
But i cant seem to get into it!

Sorry but thats my plunging take on this fractured game love the burrito master. Eeeeeeeeh, it's a nice concept, but the way you
aim is ludicrous and will be the cause of your death.. THIS GAME IS ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥T. DO NOT WASTE YOUR TIME. I hate
it. In the description, (when I got it) said the world's best space game. YAY BUY! but it was a lie.. DONT BUY IT.
Even if it's like $2 it's still bad... its fun. Tho the extra levels should be bit cheaper since everyone on the squad has to buy it.
Play DEEP SPACE WAIFU instead, more content, funny story, good music. This is the most bare boned strip em up i've
played.. i feel like i just experienced a cinematic event bigger than the avengers end game. 10/10. In spite of the fact that some
of the other comments in reviews of this game are true regarding how tricky the interface can be sometimes between the VIVE
controllers and objects within the game (turning a key or a dial, for example can be a bit challenging and requires a bit of
practice and patience) I'm still going to give it a "thumbs up": the story keeps you guessing, the puzzles are just hard enough
(although I'll confess I had to refer to a Walkthrough once or twice when I got stumped) to keep you interested and having fun.
I'll say this though: without giving anything away, the game's ending is absolutely mind-blowing visually, and worth playing
through the game to see!
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